Exciting CALVING EASE PROSPECTS

SIR LOIN

- Comes from unique mating of Takeover to a full sister to LSF Exclusive.
- Genetic predictions propel his Herdbuilder & Gridmaster indexes into top 1% of Red Angus population.
- “Sleep all night” calving ease specialist that can add body mass, fleshing ability and incredible cow power.

HB    GM    CED    BW    WW    YW    Milk    CEM    Stay    Marb    REA
159    54     12    -5.2    64    101    18     9     13     1.04    .07

EXCEPTIONAL

- Top 1% for Stayability, Marbling, HerdBUILDER and GridMaster.
- Excellent calving ease and fleshing ability, adapted for rugged conditions.
- Exceptional pedigree and performance with multi-trait improvements.

HB    GM    CED    BW    WW    YW    Milk    CEM    Stay    Marb    REA
209    55    12.3    66    109    19     7     18     1.16    .23

DRAFT PICK

- High performance sire born at 60 lbs. but went on to ratio 115 at weaning.
- Combines the Jolene, Blockana and Abigrace families into one sire.
- Good Marbling and Ribeye with top 1% GridMaster index.

HB    GM    CED    BW    WW    YW    Milk    CEM    Stay    Marb    REA
138    55    12.3    83    146    17     4     11     .66    .42
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